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(Net)working from Home

Monday, Sep 21
2:00 - 3:00 PM CT

Cards Against Relativity

with JND eDiscovery’s Heidi Girod

As the meme goes, it’s March 200, 2020, at this 

point. The first day of Relativity Fest is winding 

to a close, and you deserve a break. We’d say, “It’s 

5 o’clock somewhere,” but let’s be honest: You’re 

on quaran-time, and happy hour is whatever time 

the clock reads when there’s a drink in your hand. 

That’s OK. We’ve created a virtual space for that.

Join Gold Sponsor and RelativityOne Certified 

Partner JND eDiscovery for a friendly game of 

Cards Against Relativity: A Virtual Card Game 

for Horrible Relativians! Submit your responses to 

Relativity-themed cue cards, judge the responses 

submitted by other players, and watch the winning 

responses top the chart in real time.

JND eDiscovery Senior Project Manager Heidi 

Girod will be hosting the game via Zoom, and 

you will need a computer and smartphone to play 

along. JND will give away prizes to the players 

who succeed in making Heidi laugh hard enough 

to send her Mountain Dew out her nose. There will 

be a winner for EVERY round. This is sure to be a 

highlight of #RF20, so register to play ASAP! 

Stellar Women Takeover at Fest: 
A Virtual Sit-Down with Women 
in eDiscovery Leadership

The Stellar Women in e-Discovery program is 

coming to you virtually this year at Relativity 

Fest! Hosts Mila Taylor and Mary Rechtoris will 

sit down with Women in eDiscovery leadership  

in an interactive talk centered on questions  

from attendees. Interested in submitting  

questions ahead of time? Email them to 

marketing@relativity.com .

Storytime with Steve: Historic Travels

with Relativity’s Steve Tanner

Take a break as we explore interactive stories 

for all ages, where your vote determines what 

happens next. “Storytime with Steve” features 

Relativity’s Steve Tanner reading classic interactive 

gamebooks where YOU are part of the story!

Monday: Historic Travels

Thrilling quests await! Avoid snakebites and 

dysentery as we travel along the Oregon Trail.  

But don’t get lost on the journey, because we’ll  

head underground next to explore dark, time-

traveling caves.

All stories are G rated, and we invite your family  

to join the fun!
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3:15 - 4:15 PM CT

Top Chef Cooking Class

with Top Chef’s Stephanie Cmar

Join Stephanie Cmar in a virtual cooking class. 

Stephanie appeared on Bravo’s Top Chef in Season 

11 and was back again in Top Chef All Stars, where 

she placed third in a competition of the top chefs 

in the country. During this course, you’ll receive a 

shopping list and an optional wine pairing. Then 

we’ll get to cooking together, virtually, to compose 

a great meal in an hour or less. 

Find ingedient list on page 5.

Community Resource Group Trivia

As a break in your day of learning, we would like  

to invite you to join us in an educational – but  

fun – trivia competition! Participants from 

Relativity CRGs and YOU come together to 

compete to answer questions about Inclusion, 

Diversity, and Belonging topics. Questions can 

range from cultural and racial stats and facts, 

equality movements throughout time, or even  

best practices on how to be mindful! The  

audience will vote for an answer and compete 

against the CRG members, so feel free to join  

the fun or sit back and learn.

Tuesday, Sep 22 
2:00- 3:00 PM CT

Meet MCS, Talk About Aero and 
MessengerOne, and Win Prizes!

with Stephen Ehrlich, Patrick Jankowski, and 

Chris Esposito of MCS

Chat with representatives from MCS, a Silver 

RelativityOne Partner. We’ll be talking about what 

users are saying about the new Aero UI, and you’ll 

get the opportunity to win prizes! See our booth for 

contest details.

Storytime with Steve:  
Mysterious Journeys

with Relativity’s Steve Tanner

Take a break as we explore interactive stories 

for all ages, where your vote determines what 

happens next. “Storytime with Steve” features 

Relativity’s Steve Tanner reading classic interactive 

gamebooks where YOU are part of the story!

Tuesday: Mysterious Journeys

Unravel the mystery behind a daring theft in  

New Toy-ko City – and track down who swiped a 

valuable toy. But before you know it, we’ll also be 

pondering a mysterious riddle that sends you  

back to medieval times on a quest to find the 

Forbidden Castle.

All stories are G rated, and we invite your family  

to join the fun!
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Stellar Women Takeover at Fest: 
Managing Your Career in Uncertain 
Times with Relativity CHRO Beth 
Clutterbuck

The Stellar Women in e-Discovery program is 

coming to you virtually this year at Relativity Fest! 

Relativity Chief Human Resources Officer Beth 

Clutterbuck will shares tips for how to invest in 

yourself and effectively manage your career 

during these uncertain times. Stellar Women 

hosts Mila Taylor and Mary Rechtoris will also 

facilitate an interactive Q&A. Interested in 

submitting questions ahead of time? Email  

them to marketing@relativity.com. 

3:15 - 4:15 PM CT

How to Taste Wines Like a Pro

with Master Sommelier Alpana Singh

In this interactive tasting of two wines, participants 

will go behind the scenes and learn how to taste 

wines “blind” like a professional sommelier. With 

this entertaining crash course, you’ll learn quick 

and easy tips to improve your everyday wine 

enjoyment by learning how to taste and describe 

wines with confidence, purchase wines for your 

cellar, and pair wines for any feast or occasion. 

Suggested wines: 

• Decoy Sauvignon Blanc, 2019 $16-$19 

• Catena Malbec, Argentina 2017 $16-$20

Wednesday, Sep 23
2:00 - 3:00 PM CT

Building Trust and Accelerating 
Transformation of Multilingual 
Content into Documentary Evidence

with Graeme Buller, director, Alvarez & Marsal 

Disputes and Investigations, LLP; Elsa Sklavounou, 

PhD, VP of AI Alliances, SDL; and Adam Muzika, 

enterprise sales director, SDL

Combining a trusted e-discovery technology  

with a trusted language technology has become  

an essential part of the e-discovery process.  

These tools help transform multilingual data into 

actual documentary evidence. In this networking 

session, attendees can share their experiences 

and ideas about how they are moving away 

from translating content to streamlining and 

accelerating document review regardless of  

their langauge and format. 

Join the conversation with industry practitioners 

and discuss how automation helps cross-border 

investigations securely deliver fast, accurate, and 

effective multilingual e-discovery.

Ask the Relativity Solutions Team

Do you have workflow questions about Aero? 

Perhaps you’re curious about how to interpret your 

Active Learning reports? Maybe you’d just like to 

say hi to someone who has helped you in the past. 

All of these reasons (and more) provide ample 

justification to join the Solutions Q & A hour.  

Bring your questions or just pop in to say hi!
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Storytime with Steve: Above & Beyond

Take a break as we explore interactive stories 

for all ages, where your vote determines what 

happens next. “Storytime with Steve” features 

Relativity’s Steve Tanner reading classic interactive 

gamebooks where YOU are part of the story!

Wednesday: Above & Beyond

Scientists have said it’s impossible to go 

through a black hole in space without being 

crushed by gravity. Should we try it? Maybe you’d 

prefer to stand inside the center of the Earth as 

you discover fantastic and strange characters 

you’ve never imagined.

All stories are G rated, and we invite your family  

to join the fun!

Relativity Squares

Relativity’s product team is excited to host a 

fun virtual game and networking event, so grab 

your beverage of choice and come join us. At 

Relativity Squares, you’ll have the opportunity 

to network and meet Relativians and other 

e-discovery professionals. You’ll get to partner up 

with a Relativity executive and play a trivia game 

testing your e-discovery and Relativity knowledge. 

Winners will get bragging rights and a donation 

to a charity made in their name. After the game, 

you’ll get the opportunity to mingle in fun themed 

breakout rooms of your choosing, hosted by 

Relativity executives.

3:15 - 4:15 PM CT

Really, Awesome Improv!

with Second City Training Center

This workshop is totally digital and totally FUN! 

This improv workshop will engage your family 

with fun and creativity. All you need is an internet 

connection and The Second City will have you  

‘Yes, And’ -ing in no time! 

Families will exercise their sense of play through 

improv games that are the foundation of The 

Second City’s unique brand of comedy. Our 

facilitators work with improvisers of all ages to help 

enhance their ability to communicate with others 

and develop confidence in their own creativity as 

everyone works together.
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Fried Chicken Biscuits

For the Biscuits:

3 cups/450 grams all-purpose flour

3 tablespoons/37 grams baking powder

1 tablespoon sugar

1 ½ teaspoons kosher salt

7 tablespoons/100 grams cold unsalted 

butter, cubed

1 ½ cups/360 milliliters whole milk

For the Chicken:

6 boneless, skinless chicken thighs

¾ cup/113 grams all-purpose flour

2 teaspoons cayenne

2 teaspoons kosher salt, plus more 

for seasoning

3 eggs

3 cups/270 grams panko bread crumbs

Canola or other neutral oil, for frying

For the Butter:

10 tablespoons/142 grams unsalted 

butter, softened

3 tablespoons honey

Hot sauce, a vinegary variety such as 

Crystal, to taste

Sliced dill pickles, for serving

Tomato and Watermelon Salad

For Salad:

4 to 6 large tomatoes, ideally heirloom varieties, cut 

into 1 1/4-inch cubes

1 small seedless watermelon, cut into 

1 1/4-inch cubes

1 teaspoon kosher salt

¼ cup extra-virgin olive oil

2 tablespoons sherry vinegar

Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper 

to taste

1 cup feta cheese, torn into large crumbles

Top Chef Cooking Class Ingredient List


